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Embodying Your Presence
Part II
Some of the Great Light that is being sent into
your world is coming from outside of your
immediate solar system because you are in the
middle of a planetary and a galactic ascension.
Your successful ascension through the 4 th and
into the 5 th dimension is ultimately going to shift
all of the personal and collective levels of
consciousness that have been supporting your
3 rd dimensional reality for thousands upon

thousands of years. Some of you have been
consciously preparing for this ascension, and you
may be called upon to assist your fellow human
beings in understanding more about the wonder
of what is taking place as all of life continues to
move into its next stage of spiritual evolution.
You are all in the midst of one of the most
glorious events the residents of your Earth have
ever experienced.
~ Sanat Kumara and Lady Venus

Your progress in moving into Unity or Christ Consciousness
on the 5th dimension is presently unfolding in direct
relationship to the amount of Source Love and Light that has
been activated within your heart, and within and around your
body. The pulsing, living eternal Love and Light of Source is
deeply seeded within the cells of your physical and etheric
bodies, yet these energies must be lovingly supported if they
are to keep expanding. Although many of you have lived in
5th density before in both Lemuria and early Atlantis, you
did not get there by ascending through the 3rd and
4th dimensions, as your world had not yet descended into that
level of density. That is what makes your present time so
utterly unique.
As you continue to remember the magnificence of who you
truly are and why you are on Earth at this specific time, you
are creating reverberations that can be felt far out in space.

Everything you have gone through is creating these
reverberations that the heavenly hosts then use to stimulate
the consciousness of other human beings who are ready to
awaken into their potential to embody and live as their God
Presence on Earth in the new Golden Age that is fast
approaching.
Metaphorically, we are witnessing you climbing up a
tremendously glorious, yet rather steep mountain to reach a
bright, almost blinding white light that is pouring out of its
summit. And now, beloved, you are coming close to that
summit! You are in the great pinnacle of many lifetimes of
dedication to your mastery. Yet do not stop now, for you
know that it is always steepest the closer you get to the
summit.
Your heart and the whole of your body must literally be
prepared to make your ascension into the greater Light.
Otherwise, the closer you get to the summit, the more it will
activate the older energies within you that have not been
transmuted and transformed back into the purity of the Light
and Love of Source. Your Presence is always available to
assist you to walk in your true mastery and make your
ascension, and we of the ascended realms are also here to
help you align with all the glorious creative frequencies that
are a natural part of your own God Presence so you can
embody unlimited consciousness and live in the joyous
freedom that is your true state of being.

You are here to be the Love and the Light of the world. You
are how God walks the Earth and shares love, and indeed
how God sends love into the world and into every part of life
that inhabits your world. Your willingness to expand this
Love throughout the world is how you become a true
emissary of the Creator and the living embodiment of your
Presence. This is the greatest opportunity of any lifetime, and
one that is being offered to you as you walk through the
remainder of 2012 and move into your personal, planetary
and galactic ascensions.
We remain by your side as do countless other beings. Your
galactic, solar and cosmic families are also by your side as
you continue to progress into the greater domains of
consciousness that you share with all of life throughout the
cosmos.
In your everyday life on Earth, this may appear to have little
meaning, yet if you take a moment to move your
consciousness out of the confines of your limited
3rd dimensional mind, then suddenly your awareness of your
potential to walk the Earth as your fully awakened Presence
may come back to you because this experience is within the
memories held within your crystalline DNA and some of
those memories may go back far enough for you to
remember living within glorious crystalline-based bodies in a
paradise world that reflected only the beauty and
magnificence of the Love and Light of Source.

We in the ascended realms will oversee a four-day Initiation
process on 12-12-12 to personally initiate you in embodying
your fully enlightened Presence.
***

12-12-12 Initiation with the Masters
will be held in Maui, Hawaii December 12-15 ~
the only time this year!
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living
Master have been designed by the Ascended Masters to
assist you in embodying the Presence and living in freedom
and
abundance. To
learn
more
about
the Courses and Teachers
Trainings ,
go
to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click
on the Menu:
*Conscious Ascension Course: Living as the
Presence, Bringing Heaven to Earth (now an
online course)
*Conscious Ascension into the Golden Age
Teachers Certification Training (soon available
online)
*Consciously Create 2012 & Beyond in
Unlimitedness & Joy Parts 1 & II (now available
online )
*Co-Creating a New Golden Age Course (now an
online course)

*Consciously Create a Golden Age Teachers
Certification Training (now available online)
*Golden Age Man & Woman Course (now an
online course)
*Golden Age Man & Woman Teachers
Certification Training (soon online)
*Golden Age Children Course for Parents &
Teachers (now an online course)
*Golden Age Children Teachers Certification
Training (now available online)
*Mastery I, II & III Courses to Walk the Earth
as a Living Master (now online)
To learn how you can work personally with the
Masters to achieve your own mastery, go
to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click
on Mastery I from the menu.
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living
Master are offered by the Ascended Masters Mystery
School, created by the Masters to assist humanity in living
their mastery. The receivers of the Masters’ transmissions,
facilitators of the Courses and coordinators of the school are
Kamala Everett and Sharon Rose. Kamala is the author of
“Heart Initiation: Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and
has been receiving transmissions from the Masters for over
35 years. Sharon has been in communication with the
Masters for over 30 years, past Director of The School for
Self-Mastery and Center for Esoteric Studies and has written
more than a dozen spiritual books.
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